Coffey at Defra
Thèrése Coffey has
been appointed Defra
Minister. Earlier, when
asked if there would be
an English equivalent
of the Land Reform
(Scotland) Act, she
replied ‘No’, probably
the shortest reply ever to
a Parliamentary Written
Question on any subject.
When challenged by
other MPs and unable to
come up with a positive
answer it is usual for
Ministers to offer some
kind of excuse.

Green answers

In Parliamentary Written Answers Defra are now
frequently using the term ‘green spaces’ to refer to access
on land but specifically exclude water. This includes
when the question is about rivers.
Following the replacement of Rebecca Pow by Trudy
Harrison, Caroline Lucas (Green, Brighton Pavilion) and
Dr Rupa Huq (Lab, Ealing Central & Acton) each made
second attempts this year to get more information out
of Defra. Harrison repeated the usual mantra of access
agreements, for which successive Governments have
been unwilling or unable to show any legal need.

Harrison has confirmed that Active Travel England,
the new executive agency to deliver the Government’s
£2,000,000,000 commitment to active travel, will
be restricted to walking and cycling. A number of
senior officials have been appointed. An allocation of
£161,000,000 has been allocated to 134 walking and
cycling projects.
In answer to a question from Justin Madders (Lab,
Ellesmere Port & Neston) Pow had announced a review
of many aspects of watercourses but not the right of the
public to use them.

Rawson v Peters

The last Back Then (May, p54) referred to the Wharfe
access case in 1972. Douglas Caffyn expands upon this:
This is a mention of the case normally known as
Rawson v Peters. In the County Court the judge held
that there had been no liability by Peters, the canoeist,
as no one had been fishing at the time. This was reversed
in the Appeal Court where it was held that Peters had
been trespassing. Judgment was given by Lord Denning,
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